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R49 New Features 
 
This release includes the following additions and modifications to functionality: 
 
Auditor Image link in PACS & Property Access (Harris Recording Solutions vendor) 
DOR Personal Property Stratification Report IOLL 
Litigation Copy Comments 
Mobile Client Notification 
New User Right to suppress data from the website enhancement 
Ownership Transfer REET selection enhancements 
Property Access listing of sales for multiple parcel sales updated 
Property Access # Lots column was added to the land details panel 
Property REET sequence order introduced 
Region Code Adjustments 
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Auditor Image link in PACS & Property Access (Harris Recording Solutions vendor) 
() 
Client request for a link between CAMA software and Recording software so user can go right to 
the document image from PACS without having to access external software to search 
 

 Assessor mode > open property > Deeds & Sales > Ownership History > open Ownership 
History record > General paragraph 

o New "Deed Image" button, visible only when the new feature is enabled. 
o When clicked, it opens a web page that shows the specified deed. 

 If visible, the button will be enabled even if the property view is in read-only mode. 
 It shows an error message if there isn't enough information to identify a deed. Deeds 

can be identified by the deed number, or the volume and page together. 
 A deed number of "UNRECORDED" or a volume or page set to "0" is treated the same as 

those fields being empty. 
 
 
DOR Personal Property Stratification Report IOLL 
() 
Need to report improvements on leased land with the Personal Property DOR Stratification 
report per discussion with DOR 
 

 Added the requested IOLL property list to the DOR Stratification Report for personal 
property 

 The new List IOLL option can be selected in the report dialog when Personal Property is 
selected and ‘Summary Only’ is not selected. 

 
 A section of improvements on leased land is added to the report for: 

o a listing of all improvements on leased land properties 
o in parcel order or value order 
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Litigation Copy Comments 
(162610) FOCUS GROUP 
We use the litigation comments panel at the property level to document conversations had with 
the owner or other party of interest. Often times this comment relates to more than one 
property and so we have to then open the next property and repeat the comment. I would like 
to see the option of adding a comment to more than one property at the time of creating the 
comment. 
 

 Litigation View > Properties tab > Properties grid 
o new toolstrip comment: Add Comments 
o This adds a comment to all properties selected in the grid at once. The user is 

prompted for a type and the comment text. 
 Removed the "Remove Properties" command to make room. This was redundant, doing 

exactly the same thing as the delete icon. 
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 Property View > Litigations tab > Comments grid 

o new toolstrip command: Copy Comment 
o This asks the user to confirm, then copies the selected comment to all other 

properties in the litigation. 

 
 If the new functions are used to create comments on a property which is currently open 

in a property view, the new comments won't be visible right away. The user will need to 
close and reopen the property. 
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Mobile Client Notification 
() 
Mobile processes prior to New Year layer creation still involve manual coordination with 
support, dev and DCS. This ticket will add a warning for Mobile clients only. 
 

 Add warning to New Year Layer creation for Mobile clients only.  
o System setting indicates a mobile client 
o Setting is managed by Harris Govern for clients 

 Text:  
"Verify that all pending changes have been synced from mobile devices and that ALL 
properties have been QC Approved before proceeding with New Year Layer Creation.  
Please be sure you have notified Client Services of intent to ‘Create New Year Layer’ and 
have received approval to continue. 
Do you wish to continue? YES or NO" 

o YES - continue with existing New Year Layer Process 
o NO - cancel New Year layer creation 

 
 
New User Right to suppress data from the website enhancement 
(92414) FOCUS GROUP 
The ‘suppress the taxpayer info’ check box is too easy to accidentally check and should also be 
controlled by a user right like the confidential owner box is. 
 

 Added a new "Suppress Taxpayer Information" user right under the existing "Property 
Access" category. 

 The new right now enables the "Suppress this taxpayer's information from the website" 
checkbox instead of the "View confidential names" right. The user must also have rights 
to edit the taxpayer account.  
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Ownership Transfer REET selection enhancements 
(156738) FOCUS GROUP 
When using the Ownership Transfer wizard via the Activities menu, there are a LOT of transfers 
in the REET Records Selection panel need to be removed and there is no way in the UI to 
accomplish this. 
 
 The ownership transfer wizard has the option to skip the REET record selection.  We need to the 
option to ignore a record from current transfer functions so that the record no longer displays in 
the list. 
 

 Activities> Ownership Transfer: 

 
 

 To hide records the user selects the REET records to ignore and clicks HIDE 
 To view records which were previously hidden the user may click "Show Hidden" to 

swap lists 
 When viewing records which were previously hidden the "Hide" and "Show Hidden" 

buttons reverse their roles. From this list, "Hide" now becomes "Unhide" and "Show 
Hidden" becomes "Show Active" so that the user may change their mind and return to 
the original working list. 
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 This enhancement does allow for multiple records to be selected at once. When this is 

the case the HIDE and UNHIDE buttons will be active. However the DETAILS and NEXT 
buttons are disabled as only a single record can be processed at any given time. 

 Also, when the user is viewing the list of Hidden records, the NEXT button is 
automatically disabled so prevent accidental selection. To process any records from the 
Hidden list the REET has to be UNHIDDEN first and then processed normally from the 
working list. However DETAILS may be viewed on the HIDDEN list (assuming single row 
selection) 

 
 
Property Access listing of sales for multiple parcel sales updated 
(142889) FOCUS GROUP 
The Web listing of sales for multiple parcel sales shows the other parcels and the current owners 
associated with those parcels in a much larger text than the sales themselves. 
 

 Font Size was reduced  for the multi sale records to match the rest of the deed history 
table 

 Owner Name was removed from the multi sale records (property id with link, situs, and 
legal description remain) 

 
 
Property Access # Lots column was added to the land details panel 
(142890) FOCUS GROUP 
Please include the lot/site units in the land segments in PACS Web. Where we value a land 
segment by lot/site, it is misleading that this unit doesn't show. 
 

 # Lots column was added to the land details panel 
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Property REET sequence order introduced 
(148214) FOCUS GROUP 
When a user reviews the Deeds and sales panel, the ownership history paragraph will display 
the most current transaction at the top of the paragraph, the REET panel displays the most 
current transaction at the bottom. They display should be the same for both paragraphs. 
 

 Introduce the sequence number for REET records like the deeds/sales sequence. 
 Assign the initial sequence order by REET ID where sequence 0 starts with the newest 

REET ID.   
 The user will then be responsible for changing the sequence, as needed. 

 
 
Region Code Adjustments 
() 
Client was attempting to use a Region code to adjust a group of properties market value and the 
values are not changing. When a Region code is used, PACS should adjust the entire market 
value by whatever percentage the user enters. 
 

 Enhancement was made using individual region percentages for the improvement and 
land. This was consistent with all other adjustment types. However PACS.Admin did not 
have these fields, instead using only a general percentage field.  

 The fix here was to remove the general percentage field altogether. It was never used so 
removing it had no impact. Region will now have the ability to adjust the improvement 
and/or land value consistent with all of the other adjustment types. 

 
 The code should now, for the Values, Improvements and Land panels, perform the 

following: 
o *Multiply any Region land pct adjustment to the land value (when not flat rated)  
o *Multiply any Region improvement pct adjustment to the improvement value 

(when not flat rated) 
o NOTE: When flat rated that is the value used, the percentage adjustment will not 

apply. However with mixed settings (for example two improvements one with 
adjustment and one with flat) the adjustments will get applied when they should 
leaving the flat alone 
 

 


